In this paper we study the reconfinement of initially freely-expanding unmagnetised relativistic jets by the pressure of non-uniform external gas using numerical approach. The results are compared with the simple semi-analytic model proposed by Komissarov & Falle [1]. In particular, we explore the reconfinement in power-law atmospheres and in the King atmosphere, which describes the X-ray coronas of giant elliptic galaxies. The results show significant deviations from the KF model, which systematically underestimates the reconfinement scale. For the power-law atmospheres pext ∝ z −κ , the disagreement increases with κ, exceeding two orders of magnitude for κ = 1.5. For the King model, strong deviations are found on the outskirts of the atmosphere, where the distribution approaches a power law. However for jets reconfined inside the core, the reconfinement scale is increased only by the factor of two. When the King model is modified by adding a central cusp, this has little impact on the jets which are reconfined outside of the cusp region but inside the cusp the reconfinement scale significantly reduces.
I. INTRODUCTION
One of the key features of active galactic nuclei (AGN) is the generation of highly collimated outflows. These jets are often bright sources of electromagnetic radiation in various energy bands, from radio to gamma-rays. Their interaction with the surrounding gas normally creates huge bubbles of radio-emitting plasma, known as radio lobes, and sends strong shock waves through the gas. These may greatly influence the dynamics of this gas and related processes such as the galactic star formation [2, 3] .
Remarkably, the AGN jets can extend well beyond their parent galaxies and reach distances up to one Mpc (3 × 10 24 cm) from the AGN. Inside the AGN their initial radius may well be as small as the gravitational radius of the central black hole, which is only ∼ 3 × 10 14 cm for a 10 9 M black hole [4] . Thus the jets may cross distances up to a few billion initial radii and remain unscathed. To put things into perspective, for an aircraft jet engine this would correspond to a jet extending all the way to the Moon. In reality, the terrestrial jets get destroyed by dynamical instabilities over much shorter length scales, not exceeding even a hundred initial radii.
This seemingly outstanding stability of AGN (and other cosmic) jets may have a rather simple explanation based on the well-known fact that these jets are not perfectly collimated and presumably highly supersonic. In fact, their radius increases with distance from the AGN by up to few million times. Provided the jet opening angle θ j exceeds the Mach angle, θ m , no perturbation can involve the whole of the jet, which becomes causally-disconnected and hence globally stable. Such conditions are naturally produced in freely expanding jets, whose asymptotic opening angle is determined by the initial Mach number but the downstream Mach number grows unlimited as the jet plasma cools via the expansion. This argument is easily extendable to the case of magnetised jets [5, 6] .
Once a free jet has reached its asymptotic speed and opening angle, its pressure decreases with the distance from the origin as p j ∝ z −2γ , where γ is the ratio of specific heats. This suggests that jets become asymptotically freely expanding when the external pressure decreases faster, e.g. p ext ∝ z −κ with κ > 2γ for a power-law atmosphere [7] . For κ < 2γ the external pressure can never be ignored completely. Moreover, the outcome depends on whether κ < 2 or 2 < κ < 2γ.
For κ < 2 one may expect the jet pressure to stay matched with that of the external gas. Indeed, for such pressurematched jets θ m /θ j ∝ z (2−κ)/2 increases with the distance from the origin and hence the jet become increasingly causally-connected [6] . Although this implies the self-consistency of the steady-state model, such jets are vulnerable to instabilities. In particularly, the simulations by [6] show that the growth rates of magnetic kink modes decrease with κ and vanish in the limit κ → 2, with the exception of the central core which remains self-collimated and unstable.
For 2 < κ < 2γ, the model of pressure-matched jet predicts that θ m /θ j decreases with the distance and hence the jet cannot actually maintain the pressure-matching via sound waves. In this case the external pressure will drive a shock wave into the expanding jet. As the ram pressure of freely-expanding jets, p j,ram ∝ z −2 , decreases slower than the external pressure one would expect the recollimation shock never to reach the jet axis but to split it into a freely-expanding core and a shocked outer shell instead. Based on the causality argument, one would expect such jets to be globally stable.
Using various observational estimates of the external pressure of AGN jets, [8] concluded that it can be approximated by a power law with κ ≈ 2. However, it is unlikely that a single power law describes the external pressure distribution from z = 10 14 cm to z = 10 24 cm, as we expect very different physical processes to shape the external pressure on such different scales. In fact, we know that the pressure distribution of galactic X-ray coronal gas is much flatter [e.g. 9]. Outside of the galaxy, it may flatten furthermore if the galaxy is a member of a rich cluster of galaxies.
On the contrary, near the AGN where the gravity of the central supermassive black hole dominates, one would expect a steeper profile. For a polytropic atmosphere of a central mass, one has κ = γ/(γ − 1), which is higher than 2 when 1 < γ < 2. For a spherical adiabatic wind, κ = 2γ, which is also steeper than the critical one. For the Bondi accretion κ = 3γ/2, which is still larger than 2 for γ > 4/3. For such a steep profile of the external pressure one may expect AGN jets to become freely-expanding with a thin shocked boundary layer. When such a jet enters the flatter outer sections of the external gas, e.g. corresponding to the galactic coronal gas, the recollimation shock may reach the jet axis and hence become a reconfinement shock.
The plasma compression and dissipation of the bulk motion energy at shocks imply enhanced emissivity and shocks have been connected with bright knots of AGN and other astrophysical jets. In particular, the so-called "superluminal" knots of AGN jets, often observed on the pc-scale using VLBI radio telescopes, are usually associated with non-stationary shocks induced by the variability of the central engine and travel down these jets. On the kpcscale, the proper motion of the jet knots is usually unknown and hence it is hard to tell if they are also moving or stationary features instead. However, they often display quasi-periodic structure reminiscent of the chain of secondary shocks associated with the reconfinement process [e.g. [10] [11] [12] . An additional impulse to the theoretical studies of the recollimation shocks was given by the realisation that in addition to the superluminal knots, VLBI images of AGN jets also include quasi-stationary features. The recent systematic observations of large samples of VLBI-jets show that such features are quite common [e.g. 13]. The issues of location, geometry, dissipation efficiency and emission from the recollimation and reconfinement shocks of steady-state jets have been the subject of numerous theoretical studies [e.g. 1, [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] , with applications both to AGN and GRB jets.
[6] pointed out another important aspect of the reconfinement process -the transition from the stable propagation regime to the unstable one. Indeed, once the jets get reconfined by the external pressure and hence become causally connected once again, they may develop either Kelvin-Helmholtz (KHI) or/and hydromagnetic instabilities. [25] and [26] also argued that the reconfinement process itself can be accompanied by the Rayleigh-Taylor instability (RTI) driven by the centrifugal acceleration associated with the curved streamlines of the flow. They concluded that for the instability to develop the jet must be heavier compared to its immediate surrounding, which is expected to be the case when jets are reconfined by the pressure of their own cocoons [cf. 27]. However, [28] carried out 3D time-dependent simulations of relativistic jets undergoing reconfinement by the external gas pressure and observed a rapid loss of stability and quick transition to fully turbulent regime both in the case of heavy and light jets. They interpreted the instability not as the inertial RTI but as the more general centrifugal instability (CFI). [29] derived the relativistic extension of the Rayleigh instability criterion for CFI and verified it in the simple case of rotating fluid.
In the context of AGN jets, early reconfinement and transition to the turbulent regime is consistent with the observed morphology of type-I sources in the Fanaroff-Riley classification scheme [6, 28, 30] . In this regard, it is important to be able to predict the location of the reconfinement point (RP), the point where the reconfinement shock reaches the jet axis. [31] derived a simple differential equation for the geometry of the reconfinement shock in an initially free-expanding cold non-relativistic jet. The main simplifying assumption of the derivation is that the pressure across the shocked outer layer of the jet is constant and equal to that of the external gas -this is similar to the approximation made by Kompaneets in modelling strong explosions [32] . This approach was extended by Komissarov & Falle [1, KF] to include relativistic flows.
In the case of power-law atmospheres, the shock equation allows a simple analytic solution and hence gives the position of the reconfinement point as a relatively simple function of the jet power and few other parameters. However the reconfinement shock is highly oblique and hence the flow of the shocked outer layer remains supersonic. This allows for significant variation of the gas pressure across the layer. When this variation is taken into account the reconfinement point shifts further downstream compared to its position in the Komissarov-Falle (KF) model because the pressure in the layer turns out to be lower than the external one at the same distance from the source. For the case of a cold relativistic jet and uniform external gas, [18] found that the distance to the reconfinement point increases approximately by a factor of two. A similar tendency was reported for hot relativistic jets in power law atmospheres with κ > 2 [22] . The underlying physical reason is relatively simple. In order to force the axial convergence of the initially expanding streamlines of a reconfined jet, the gas pressure across the shocked layer must be increasing outwards. Therefore at the reconfinement shock the pressure is lower than that in the external medium. The higher is the Mach number of the flow in the shocked layer, the stronger is the pressure difference. However, this qualitative argument has not yet been turned into a quantitative model that would rival the KF model in its simplicity and generality.
In this paper, we describe a systematic study of the structure of steady-state unmagnetised jets undergoing reconfinement by the external gas pressure using computer simulations. The main goal of this study is to understand the reliability of KF model in predicting the position of the reconfinement point. We focus on the setup most suitable to AGN jets with their moderate Lorentz factors and external atmospheres typical of their parent galaxies. We start by presenting the KF model, including the new results required for comparison with our numerical models (Section II). The numerical method and the general features of the setup can be found in Section III. The numerical solutions are described and analysed in Section IV. Section V discusses the implications of findings to the reconfinement of AGN jets and its possible connection to the Fanaroff-Riley division of extended extragalactic radio sources into two main groups. The conclusions are summarised in Section VI.
II. KF MODEL
Here we briefly summarise the KF model of reconfinement shocks in relativistic jets [1] . This model utilises a number of simplifying assumptions. Its first simplification is the axial symmetry. It is also assumed that at the jet nozzle the flow speed, density and pressure are uniform and the velocity vectors define straight lines originating from a single point, the "jet origin". The initial half-opening angle of the jet θ 0 = r 0 /z 0 1, where r 0 is the nozzle radius and z 0 is its distance from the origin. At the nozzle the jet is cold, p j ρ j c 2 and relativistic v j ≈ c. Hence, it is highly supersonic. Overall, these assumptions are designed to represent a freely-expanding jet far away from its central engine where its plasma has adiabatically cooled. Although the uniformity is likely an oversimplification, given the absence of strong evidence in favour of any other particular jet structure, there is not much sense in choosing anything more complicated.
The key equation of the model is a first order ODE which determines the shape function of the reconfinement shock, r = r(z), where r is the shock cylindrical radius at the distance z from the jet origin. The natural initial condition for the function is r(z 0 ) = r 0 ; the shock curve originates from the edge of the nozzle. In most astrophysical applications, the nozzle setup is not particularly meaningful and one would prefer to deal with a jet originating from the origin instead. However, it makes perfect sense for simulated jets which do emerge from a nozzle of finite size. Moreover, the astrophysical solutions are easily recovered via the limit z 0 → 0 (and hence r 0 → 0). Finally, it is assumed that the angle between the shock curve and the z axis is small, dr/dz 1 and the pressure of the shocked jet gas matches that of the external gas at the same distance, p ext (z). Under these conditions the shock-shape equation reduces to
where θ = r/z,
where µ ≈ 17/24, v is the constant jet speed and
is its kinetic power [1, 6] . In the rest of the paper, we simply put v j = c and µ = 17/24 into these expressions.
A. Power-law atmosphere
For a power-law atmosphere with p ext = p c (z/z c ) −κ , equation (1) with the initial condition θ(0) = θ 0 has the solution
where δ = 1 − κ/2 and A 2 = p c z 2 c πc/µL. The position z r of the reconfinement point is defined by the equation
For κ > 2, equation (5) has a real solution only if
In order to explain this condition we compare the radial component of the ram pressure at the edge of the nozzle
with the external gas pressure
Provided p ram,r (z 0 ) < p ext (z 0 ), the shock will dive towards the jet axis straight away without any period of expansion. It is easy to verify that this condition can be written as
which is almost the same as the condition (6) . Thus, when κ > 2 the shock reaches the jet axis only if the jet is over-expanded already at the nozzle. Otherwise the shock surface asymptotically approaches the opening angle
For κ < 2, equation (5) always has a real solution, namely
For z r z 0 one can ignore the second term in equation (9) and obtain the asymptotic solution
In units appropriate for AGN, this equation reads as
where we put z c = 1 kpc, p c = 10 −9 p −9 dyn/cm 2 , L = 10 44 L 44 erg/s and
In the marginal case κ = 2, the solution to equation (1) is
Its reconfinement point is located at
B. Arbitrary atmosphere
Consider an external atmosphere with the gas pressure
In this case, equation (1) reads
where x = z/z c . Integrating this equation and applying the initial condition θ(z 0 ) = θ 0 one finds
which gives the reconfinement point as the solution of the integral equation
III. NUMERICAL METHOD AND SIMULATION SETUP
In our study we construct numerical steady-state solutions for axisymmetric jets using the approach developed in [33] . Here we briefly describe this unusual approach and refer the reader to the original paper for full details and test simulations.
The approach is based on the close similarity between the axisymmetric two-dimensional (2D) steady-state equations and axisymmetric one-dimensional (1D) time dependent equations of ideal relativistic magnetohydrodynamics. This similarity allows to approximate steady-state 2D solutions with the corresponding 1D time-dependent solutions upon the substitution z = ct. The approximation is reasonably accurate when applied to highly-collimated flows with the axial velocity v z ≈ c. The error of the approximation is of the order v r /v z r/z, which is about 10% for a jet with the half-opening angle θ = 0.1. This is acceptable given the very large variations of the AGN jet parameters as well as the errors and uncertainties involved in their estimation from the observations. The main advantage of this approach is in its practicality and efficiency. One does not need to have a highly-specialised computer code designed to integrate the steady-state equations. Instead one can use one of many codes designed to integrate time-dependent equations which are now readily available as open source. Moreover, only the 1D equations have to be integrated. This differs from the traditional relaxation approach where the time-dependent 2D equations are integrated in a search for 2D steady-state solutions [e.g. [34] [35] [36] . The latter approach is computationally more expensive and may fail completely when the sought steady-state solution is unstable.
Our approach is similar to the traditional marching methods for supersonic flows where the steady-state solution at cross-section with z n+1 is reconstructed using the information about the solution at z j , j ≤ n [e.g. 11, 14, 15] . The difference is that we integrate forward in time and the solution at t n approximates the 2D steady-state solution at the distance ct n from the nozzle. The boundary conditions at the nozzle of the 2D steady-state problem correspond to the initial conditions for the 1D time-dependent problem.
The 1D simulations were carried out with the Godunov-type code described in [37] . Although the approach can be used to study magnetised jets [33] , here we limit ourselves to the hydrodynamic case. The scheme is based on a linear Riemann solver, it is second order accurate for smooth solutions and first-order accurate for solutions with discontinuities. Since the reconfinement problem involves a strong shock, it is the latter accuracy which is relevant here. The code was run with the Courant number C = 0.4.
As explained in [33] , there are subtleties to this approach which one must take care with. In particular, the external density distribution plays no role in shaping the steady state jet solution but it matters for the time-dependent 1D solution. Indeed, as the 1D jet expands it drives waves into the external gas and hence loses energy. In order to minimise these losses the external gas density has to be kept significantly below the jet density, causing the external sound speed to become relativistic and inhibiting the role of the external gas inertia. It must be emphasised that this is not physically motivated (since observations suggest the external density is orders of magnitude higher than than the jet density), but simply required for the successful conversion of the time-dependent code to one approximating the steady state case.
In all simulations presented here, we utilise the same initial solution with the same parameters except the uniform initial jet density ρ j,0 , which is a proxy for the jet kinetic luminosity. The initial dimensionless jet radius is set to r 0 = 1. The external medium is static with ρ ext,0 c 2 /p ext,0 = 10 −3 . The initial jet pressure is set to p j,0 = 0.01p ext,0 . Its velocity field corresponds to a conical flow with the Lorentz factor Γ 0 = 10 and the half-opening angle θ 0 = 1/Γ 0 = 0.1. Hence the velocity vector (v r , v z , v φ ) ∝ (cos θ, sin θ, 0), where tan θ = (r/r 0 ) tan θ j . When introducing time variation of the external pressure (and density) we assume that the nozzle is located at the dimensionless distance z 0 = 10r 0 from the centre of the external gas distribution (e.g. the centre of an AGN). The actual dimensionless value of p ext,0 at the nozzle is not important, for definiteness we put p ext,0 = 0.1 in the simulations described in Sections IV A and IV B, and p ext,0 = 1.0 in the simulations of Section IV C (The dimensionless value of the speed of light in the code is c = 1.). In all simulations, we use the relativistic EOS w = ρc 2 + γp/(γ − 1) with the ratio of specific heats γ = 5/3. In the KF model the geometry of the reconfinement shock does not depend on the equation of state of the jet plasma. When the inner structure of the shocked outer layer becomes important so may the equation of state.
Since the reconfinement shock is normally very oblique, only a small fraction of jet kinetic energy is converted into heat. Moreover at the nozzle the jet is cold and has only a rather moderate Lorentz factor. Hence the shocked jet plasma cannot be ultra-relativistic and one would expect the ratio of specific heats to be somewhere in the range 4/3 < γ < 5/3. To test the sensitivity of the solutions to γ we run models with γ = 4/3 as well (see Appendix A). The results show about 10% variation of the reconfinement distance, which is not significant within the context of the problem.
In the simulations we used a uniform computational grid with the basic resolution of 100 cells per initial jet radius. In our convergency study we verified that the numerical error of reconfinement distance never exceeds few percent and hence stays below the errors associated with the approximations of the approach. Figure 1 illustrates the typical outcome of a single simulation run. In this particular case the external atmosphere is uniform, κ = 0, and the initial jet density ρ j,0 = 10 2 p ext,0 = 10. The corresponding dimensionless jet power is L = 3.1 × 10 3 . The reconfinement shock is clearly visible in the pressure plot where it makes the boundary of the inner region of low pressure coloured in deep blue. The shock can also be easily traced in the plot of the radial velocity which also helps to pinpoint the contact interface between the jet and the external gas. The pressure plot also nicely illustrates the significant pressure gradient across the shocked outer layer of the jet, seen particularly well downstream 
IV. RESULTS

A. Power-law atmosphere
We start by dealing with the simple case of power-law atmospheres. This case is important not only because it is described by simple analytic solutions in the KF model but also because it provides a reasonably good approximation for the conditions typical for the environment of astrophysical jets. Moreover, more realistic atmospheres can be approximated with piece-wise power-law functions. 
The case κ < 2
We explored this case by studying models with κ = 0, 0.5, 1.0, and 1.5. The key results are presented in Figure 2 which shows the location of the reconfinement point as a function of the jet kinetic luminosity and compares it to the prediction of the KF model (see eq.9). Apparently, the numerical results agree very well with the model at the low luminosities where the reconfinement point is close to the nozzle (see also Tables I-V) . This is because in this limit the reconfinement shock is not highly oblique and the post-shock Mach number of the flow is relatively low. As the result, the pressure variation across the shocked layer is rather modest, as assumed in the KF model.
For larger L, the shock obliqueness increases and so does the pressure variation. This leads to a significant deviation from the KF model. However even in this regime, the flow eventually approaches the same power-law dependence of z r on L as in the KF model (see Eq.10), but shifted upwards.
For z r z 0 , equation (10) of the KF model predicts
where
The latter yields the values s KF (0) = 0.18, s KF (0.5) = −0.26, s KF (1.0) = −1.25 and s KF (1.5) = −4.70. In contrast, the numerical results are better described by
where s(0) = 0.50, s(0.5) = 0.22, s(1.0) = −0.39 and s(1.5) = −2.41 (these values are found via manual fitting). Thus for the uniform external gas the reconfinement point is about twice as further out compared to the KF model. This is what was found earlier by [18] . Moreover, our results show that for κ > 0 the discrepancy is even stronger, exceeding two orders of magnitude for the power-law atmosphere with κ = 1.5. [18] showed that the difference between the KF model and the numerical results for the κ = 0 case is related to the transverse distribution of pressure in the shocked layer at the jet boundary -while the KF model assumes that it is constant an equal to the external pressure, in the numerical solutions the pressure is variable and systematically lower than in the external gas. As a result, the numerical shock is weaker and more oblique than in the KF model, leading to a longer distance to RP. This is assumed to be the cause of the discrepancy for κ > 0 also. In dimensional form equation (21) reads as
where l u is the unit length (and hence t u = l u /c is the corresponding unit time) and p u is the unit pressure. Based on the typical parameters of the AGN problem, we put l u = 1kpc, use such a unit of pressure that at z = 1kpc the external pressure p ext = 10 −9 p −9 dyn/cm 2 and measure the jet power in the units of 10 44 erg/s. This leads to 
where u 0 and u 1 are free parameters. Imposing the conditions u a (0) = u(0) and u(1.5) = u a (1.5), we find u 0 = −0.23 and u 1 = 0.59 and hence
At κ = 0.5 and κ = 1.0 we find the approximation error to be around of 5% and conclude that equations (23) and (25) providing an accurate analytic representation of our numerical data for power-law atmospheres with 0 < κ < 2.
The case κ = 2
Using equation (13) one can easily verify that for the initial parameters used in our simulations the KF model predicts
In contrast to the case κ < 2, the initial jet radius enters the equation only via the jet kinetic luminosity and hence in the KF model it applies equally well both for low and high L. However, and in agreement with the κ < 2 case, the numerical data agree with this prediction only when L is low enough to ensure that z r is close to z 0 (see Figure 3 ). For larger L the KF model still underestimates the reconfinement distance. By analogy with the κ < 2 case, one would expect the numerical solution to eventually approach an asymptotic which runs parallel and above the line predicted by equation (26) . However, Figure 3 shows no indication of such a transition. In this section we study the z r -L relationship for the case when the external gas pressure is given by the function
Here p c is the pressure at z = 0 and z c is a characteristic length scale, called the core radius. Inside the core, for z z c , the pressure profile is approximately uniform, p ext = p c , whereas outside of the core, for z z c , it is approaches the power-law
The distribution (27) is of the same form as in the King model for the density stellar and galactic clusters [38] . It turns out that this model fits well the X-ray observations of coronal gas in massive elliptical galaxies but with 1 < κ < 1.5 [9] rather than κ = 3 in the original King model. In this study we put z c = 50, which is five times the nozzle distance (z 0 = 10) and fifty times the nozzle radius (r 0 = 1). This allows us to study the effect of the change in the external pressure profile on the z r -L relationship. Based on the results for power-law atmospheres, we expect to see z r ∝ √ L when the reconfinement occurs inside the core and z r ∝ L 1/(2−κ) when the RP is well outside of the core. The normal resolution of these simulations is 100 cells per initial jet radius, with twice that resolution used to check the numerical convergence. Figure 4 shows the results for κ = 1.0, 1.25 and 1.5, covering the whole range of the power index found in the observations of giant elliptical galaxies.
We start by analysing in detail the case κ = 1.0. As expected, for z r z c the results are almost the same as for the power law model with κ = 0 log 10 (z r ) = 1 2 log 10 (L) + 0.50 ,
Indeed, as the jet is supersonic it is unaware of the steep decline in the external pressure at z > z c until it enters this region. For z r z 0 there is a significant deviation from this law, which is caused by the effects of the finite nozzle radius; just like in the simulations described in Section IV A. Equation (28) applies equally well to the King models for the other two explored values of κ. For z r z c , the numerical solution is well fitted by log 10 (z r ) = log 10 (L) − 1.05 ,
thus confirming the anticipated z r ∝ L dependence. The numerical constant in equation (29) is lower than −0.39 found for the power-law atmosphere with the same κ (see equation 21) . This is because in both models the inlet external pressure is the same but in the King model the external pressure decreases slower with z inside the core. As the result, outside of the core the pressure is higher than in the corresponding power-law model with the same κ, pushing the reconfinement shock inside the jet at a faster rate. We can then rewrite equations (28) and (29) in the rescaled form by utilising the unit length l u = 1 kpc and such a unit of pressure p u that p c = 10 −9 p −9 dyn/cm 2 . Measuring the jet power in the units of L u = 10 44 erg/s, we obtain the rescaled versions of equations (28) and (29) 
for z r z c and log 10 z r z c = log 10 (x) − 0.81 ,
for z r z c , where
For z r /z c = 1 equation (30) gives x ≈ 3 and hence the above conditions on z r can be translated into x 3 and x 3 respectively.
Repeating the process for the other two King models, we find that
for x 3 and Finally, we derive the approximate formula applicable for u(κ), 1 < κ < 1.5. To this aim we use the same form for u(κ) as in equation (24) and demand that u(1) = −0.81 and u(1.5) = −2.14. This allows us to fix the parameters u 0 and u 1 and arrive to
This function yields u(1.25) = −1.24, which is very close to the value of -1.25 obtain directly from the numerical data, implying the maximum error of the order of one percent.
C. King atmosphere with central cusp
It is all but impossible for the King model to hold at the very centre of a giant elliptical galaxy, where the gravitational pull of its central supermassive black hole becomes the dominant force. Inside the Bondi radius the force is expected to drive an accretion flow that ultimately feeds the central engine of its AGN. Strong winds and jets from AGN are other important factors that further complicate the picture. So far there are only handful of galaxies where the X-ray observations allow to explore the hot gas distribution inside the Bondi radius. The data are consistent with a central cusp with the density ρ ∝ r −1 and a significantly slower temperature variation [39] [40] [41] .
In this section, we focus on the effect such a cusp may have on the reconfinement scale of AGN jets. Based on the results for M87 by [41] , we now adopt the following model for galactic X-ray gas:
where z c ∼ 10z cusp and the constant K is such that the distribution is continuous at the cusp radius z cusp . Like in all other simulations, in this model the jet nozzle is fixed to z 0 = 10. As to the other length scales, we put z cusp = 100 and z c = 1000 and focus of the deviation of the z r -L relationship from that of the original King profile. In the simulations we increased the value of the external pressure at the nozzle from p ext,0 = 0.1 to p ext,0 = 1.0 so that the value of p c remains exactly the same as in the King profile introduced in Section IV B.
This model has three well-defined regions where the pressure distribution is close to a power law: (i) the cusp region z < z cusp , where p ext ∝ z −1 ; (ii) the core region z cusp < z < z c , where p ext ≈const; (iii) the outer region z > z c where p ext ∝ z −κ . Within each of these regions one would expect the z r − L dependence to be similar to that found for the pure power-law atmosphere with the same index. (i) z r ∝ L for the cusp (ii) z r ∝ √ L for the core. The results of our simulations are fully consistent with this expectation.
We find that inside the cusp the numerical solution gradually approaches the asymptote log 10 (z r ) = log 10 (L) − 1.40 (37) for z 0 z r < z cusp . This is the same power-law z r ∝ L as the one found for the pure power-law atmosphere p ext ∝ z −1 in Section IV A. Note that the constant in the equation (37) differs from s(1) = −0.39 in equation (21) . This is simply because in the setup of this problem the external pressure at the nozzle p ext,0 is increased from 0.1 to 1.0 which reduces the reconfinement scale ( as z r ∝ p −1 ext,0 in the asymptotic regime). The significant deviation from the asymptote near z 0 is again the effect of the non-vanishing nozzle radius.
Outside of the cusp but still inside the core, the numerical solution is well approximated by the core asymptote found for the original King atmosphere without cusp log 10 (z r ) = 1 2 log 10 (L) + 0.50 (38) (see Sec.IV B). Thus the cusp has little effect on the reconfinement of jets which have z r > z cusp in the original King model. However, it can significantly reduce the reconfinement scale of the less powerful jets. The transition from one asymptote to another occurs around z ≈ 2.5z cusp . This transition is very sharp which seems to be reflecting the sharp change in the pressure gradient at z cusp introduced by the equation (36) .
With the scaling corresponding to the typical AGN parameters, these results read
for x < 0.2 (z < 2.5z cusp ) and
for x > 0.2 (z > 2.5z cusp ), where the luminosity parameter x is the same as in equation (32) .
V. DISCUSSION
As we have pointed out in the Introduction, the reconfinement of AGN jets can manifest itself via for a number spectacular phenomena. In particular, it may trigger various instabilities which could be behind the global division of extended extragalactic radio sources into two main groups, distinctive both in terms of the source luminosity and morphology [30] . The powerful FR-2 sources, of which Cyg A is the most popular example, display one-sided jets that can be traced all the way to the leading hot spots, the most remote and brightest features of their radio lobes. This morphology is consistent with the shock interaction between the external gas and collimated supersonic relativistic flows produced by AGN. On the contrary, the jets of FR-1 sources are less collimated, two-sided and appear to gradually dissolve inside the extended lobes [42] . These lobes do not have leading hot spots (the radio galaxy 3C 31 is a good example). Such structure is more consistent with a transonic sub-relativistic turbulent jet being mixed with the lobe plasma, and interstellar gas, via boundary interactions. Based on the energetics of cavities produced by the AGN jets in the hot gas surrounding many massive galaxies, their kinetic power ranges at least from L min ≈ 10 42 erg/s to L max ≈ 10 46 erg/s, with the FR division occurring roughly at L FR ≈ 10 44 erg/s [43] . In fact, the critical power seems to depend on the mass of the parent galaxy [44] .
The typical thermal pressure of galactic coronas seems high enough to terminate the initial free expansion of less powerful AGN jets. According to the recent study [6] , weak FR-1 jets can be reconfined already inside the central cores of these coronas. On the contrary, the FR-2 jets are powerful enough to pass through the cores and remain free for much longer. Moreover, the critical power separating jets reconfined inside the core from those reconfined outside of it depends on the optical luminosity of the parent galaxy, in line with the observations [44] . These correlations suggest that the jet reconfinement may well be one of the key physical processes behind the FR division. Moreover, the reconfinement restores the jet connectivity and hence allows development of global instabilities, which may explain why the FR-1 jet become turbulent on the kpc scales [6, 28, 31] .
The analysis of the jet reconfinement carried out in [6] is based on the KF model. Given the importance of the issue, we now assess the accuracy of their calculations. Figure 6 compares the z r -L curves for the case of the King atmosphere obtained using equation 18 of the KF model (solid lines) and our numerical approach (dotted lines). As one can see, inside the core the difference between the results is rather small, with the reconfinement distance being about twice shorter in the KF model, in agreement with what has been found for a uniform distribution of external gas (Section IV A). Outside of the core the difference grows, in accordance with the results obtained for power-law atmospheres (Section IV A). In particular, for κ = 1.0 the ratio of the reconfinement radii obtained numerically and using the KF model asymptotically approaches z r /z r,KF ≈ 7, the value found for the pure power-law atmosphere with this κ. For κ = 1.5 the predicted asymptotic value of z r /z r,KF exceeds two orders of magnitude. This explains why in Figure 6 the divergence between curves keeps increasing -the asymptotic regime is not reached within the studied domain.
If following [6] we identify the borderline between FR-1 and FR-2 sources with the jet reconfinement at the edge of the coronal core then the critical jet luminosity corresponds to the power parameter x = 3 (see Sec.IV B). This yields, L FR = 3 × 10 44 p 0,-9 z 2 c,kpc erg/s ,
which is in a good agreement with the observations. As we have established in Section IV C, central cusps have no effect on this division but reduce the reconfinement scale of jets with very low power. For example the cusp found in M87 would effect the reconfinement of jets with the power parameter x < 0.1. The corresponding kinetic luminosity of such jets is below L css = 10 43 p 0,-9 z 2 c,kpc erg/s .
They could be identified with some of the so-called compact steep spectrum double radio sources [45] . In 3D simulations, the reconfinement of unmagnetised jets is characterised by a rapid development of centrifugal instability and additional heating of the shocked jet plasma. This may push the reconfinement point towards the jet source compared to its 2D steady-state location, by a factor two or so [28] . In principle, this may have some observational significance.
Falle [31] developed an axisymmetric self-similar hydrodynamic model of FR-2 sources produced by initially free expanding conical jets. He demonstrated that these jets must become confined by the gas pressure of the hot plasma bubble (often called a cocoon or lobe) which they inflate when interacting with the preexisting interstellar, galactic and intergalactic gas. As the bubble pressure can be significantly higher than that of the galactic coronal gas, the reconfinement scale can be significantly lower compared to what we find in our study, particularly when the bubble is still located inside the galaxy. The dynamic nature of this problem makes it more challenging and the outcome less certain. A number of recent studies have begun to address this issue [46, 47] but much more remains to be done in this direction.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have studied the reconfinement of initially free conical hydrodynamic jets by the external pressure with application to AGN jets. To this end we considered a few models of the external gas distribution relevant to this problem, including power-law atmospheres, the isothermal King model and the King model modified by the introduction of a central cusp region. Steady-state axisymmetric jet solutions were found by means of 1D time-dependent simulations as described in [33] . Using this approach we constructed more than one hundred jet models which allowed us to study the dependence of the reconfinement scale on the jet power for each of the external gas models in details. These results were compared to the simple semi-analytical model of reconfined jets by Komissarov & Falle [1] based on the assumption of constant pressure across the shocked outer layer of such jets.
In the case of power-law atmospheres with the pressure p ∝ z −κ (0 ≤ κ ≤ 2), the difference between the two numerical and KF solutions increases with κ. It is most pronounced in the asymptotic regime where the initial jet radius becomes a small parameter. In fact this regime is most relevant to the AGN jet problem under consideration.
We have found that in the asymptotic regime the KF model underestimates the reconfinement distance by the factor of two, three, seven and two hundred (!) for κ = 0, 0.5, 1.0 and 1.5 respectively. For κ = 2 the numerical solution is qualitatively different from KF solution. The difference is attributed to the pressure gradient developing across the supersonic shocked outer layer of a reconfined jet, which is ignored in the KF model.
For the King distribution of the galactic coronal gas our results also show some significant deviations from the predictions of the KF model. In particular, we find that for the powerful jets, which are reconfined outside of the King core the reconfinement scale can exceed that given by the KF model by up to one or two orders of magnitude, depending on the power index of the envelope. However, for the jets reconfined inside the core (and outside of the central cusp) the difference with KF model is rather minor, with the reconfinement scale being longer only by a factor of two. Thus we confirm the conclusion by [6] that for the typical power of FR-1 jets the reconfinement takes place inside the King core and for the typical power of FR-2 jets well outside of it.
The central cusp with p ∝ z −1 has a strong impact only on the jets which are reconfined inside the cusp. Their reconfinement scale can be significantly shorter compared to the one expected in the King model without the cusp.
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